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A. Gabriel Federation Starfleet Command as a Wildlife Planet 
 

The name of this planet is Gabriel Federation Starfleet Command.  It is one of thirty-seven of 
the Gabriel Federation.  The latter is a moral authority only cosmic government.  It passes no 
laws and enforces no legislation.  U.S. Air Force Project Blue Book calls Starfleet Command a 
life modification sphere; a wildlife planet.  Today we have national parks as wildlife reserves.  
 
Likewise, the cosmic government designates some planets [every tenth one] as wildlife 
preserves.  This is one of them.  The Second Coming will convert it from an evolutionary planet 
into an eternal architectural sphere.  Thus, Starfleet Command will forever be a wildlife sphere. 

 
The people world-wide must decide how to co-exist with wild animals.  They will have to 
manage the environment for the best of all.  One way to accomplish this is via voluntary public 
service.  Gabriel Federation has ten cosmic by-laws.  The following is number eight. 
 

Five Years Public Service for everyone 
 
Every adult is asked to volunteer for  five years in either the military and/or peace corps.    The 
former looks after wild animals and the latter tends to people.  Thus, the eternal conflict between 
military forces and peace corps.  This is even after the planet is settled in light and life. 

 
 

B.  The Military Manages Wildlife on a Planet Settled in Light and Life 
 
Summarizing, military organizations are responsible for wildlife – flora and fauna.  They must 
somehow interface with urban civilizations to save animals from homelessness, starvation, 
injury, etc.  They could even work to bring back extinct species.  This would be with the aid of 
the Life Carriers, Melchizedeks, and a Creator Son.  A perfect example is homeless raccoons.   
 
Now in urban settings they are often considered pests; even the enemy.  They are treated as such 
by some.  Methods of extermination include everything from bleach and moth balls to beatings, 
shootings, rat poison, antifreeze and even electrocutions.  This is not the work of golden light 
souls; quite the contrary.  Here, we see habitual sinners, even iniquitous personalities at work.     
 

 
C.  Homesites and Hamlets – Re-introducing the Tribe 

 
The solution is provided by Canadian author Farley Mowat.  He put it colorfully during a CBC 
prime time interview with Pamela Wallin.  He said:  “We are missing the tribe.”  That is, people 
need to network together at the local neighborhood level into ‘extended families’.  Here, the 
terms “tribe”, “extended family” and “hamlet” are used interchangeably for simplicity.  
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Hamlets are composed of contiguous clusters of homesites; one hundred per hamlet.  Homes are 
on residential lots.  Homesites are homes with vegetable and/or fruit growing capacities; homes 
with officially designated garden lots.  Every homesite has two voters called elders.   
 
Thus, every hamlet will have two hundred voting elders.  Hamlets exist below the municipal 
level.  They elect hamlet councils  called rings.  Municipal councils are composed of mayors 
and councilors.  Hamlet rings have the same structure - with elected ringmasters and ringors.  
Hamlet mayors are ringmasters [leaders or chiefs] while hamlet councilors are called ringors. 

 
 

D.  Integrating Hamlets into Municipalities via the U.S. Constitution 
 
Now, Canada has [more or less] three levels of government; national, provincial and municipal 
[city or district].  Hamlets are a fourth - most local - level of government.  Groups of hamlets 
make up communities or mini-states; several community mini-states forming a municipality.   
 
Republicanism is the future because it eliminates hereditary leaders, replacing them with elected 
ones.  In addition, it divides governments into three co-equal branches; executive, legislative and 
judicial.  This is the key to good government.  Hamlets are integrated into municipalities by 
applying the U.S. Constitution at the municipal level.  It has a bicameral legislative branch.   
 
Thus, municipal councils are divided into upper and lower councils.  The latter is for hamlets. 
Called the Peoples’ Houses they are the equivalent of the House of Representatives.   People 
belonging to peoples houses are the ringmasters – perhaps even ringors.  Those elected to upper 
councils – equivalent of the U.S. Senate – are still councilors; municipal- or muni-senators. 
 
A point of interest is about separate, coequal executive and legislative [and judicial] branches.  
This means mayors will no longer be with councilors in council chambers.  The U.S. President 
has an executive White House separate from Congress.  Likewise, mayors will have their own 
executive white offices called Pink Houses; executive offices separate from council chambers. 
 
 

E.  Mayor and Ringmasters as Commanders-In Chiefs  
 
The U.S. Constitution designates the U.S. President as Commander-In-Chief.  Applying this 
constitution locally, mayors and ringmasters become commanders-in-chiefs for municipalities 
and hamlets. The military – whatever its role – must always answer to civilian governments.   
 
Here its role is managing wildlife.  Thus, a military force in a municipality pursuing wildlife 
related activities must answer to the mayor of that municipality.  The mayor has the right to give 
the military within the municipality orders.  Of course, such orders must relate to wildlife. 
 
Ringmasters are commanders-in-chiefs within their own hamlets.  The chief of a military force 
operating within a hamlet must report to the ringmaster.  This ringmaster has the right to give the 
military orders.  Of course, such orders must relate to wildlife activities within the hamlet. 
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F.  Special Status for Ringmasters as Little Kings and Queens  
 
Republicanism is for the future, however, monarchists with their regal, colorful militaries still  
have of reason to celebrate.  This is because of the special rights of ringmasters; the right  
of trespass onto private [and public] property to ensure wildlife welfare.  Raccoons are the 
example.  They do not respect property lines and cross them to raid restaurant dumpsters, etc.   
 
Ringmasters have the right to follow these animals to protect them from vandals and to ensure 
their welfare across private [and public] property lines.  They have the right to follow such 
animals onto private/public lands to ensure they do not damage property.  They can even follow 
dangerous animals – lions, tigers and bears – onto properties to ensure the safety of  humans.   
 
This special status for ringmasters is not afforded mayors; ringmasters are distinctive in this 
respect.  They are somewhat like the kings & queens of antiquity who at one time roamed freely 
throughout their realms.  Somewhat – as long as the objective is wildlife welfare and the related 
issue of human safety.  This explains why ringmasters are also called little kings and queens. 
 
 

G.  Ringmasters as Kings and Queens in Constitutional Monarchies  
 
Groups of ringmasters may elect big ringmasters also called big kings & queens; the latter with 
rights of trespass too.  They may trespass onto private/public properties throughout the groups of 
hamlets which elect them.  Such kingdoms are really constitutional monarchies.  That is, 
property owners and local governments have certain rights in the face of such monarchs. 
 
Ringmasters must give property owners, private and/or public, appropriate prior written notices 
before entering the owners’ properties.  Night visits to monitor and protect nocturnal wildlife – 
and humans - require special prior written notices.  Emergencies may require that ringmasters 
access private/public property [properties] immediately – even without giving prior notice. 
 
This is legitimate provided that such emergencies are bona fide.  Afterwards, they must give 
written notices [waived at the discretion of landowners] listing reasons for the intrusion.  It is 
possible that a ringmaster might overstep his/her own good sense.  Thus, landowners may appeal 
to rings.  Ringmasters can be censured - in extreme cases recalled - for inappropriate trespass. 
 
Hamlets are democracies where ringors and ringmasters are elected.  Disgruntled, unhappy  
landowners, private and public, have the option of campaigning against wayward ringmasters.  
They can campaign to get more suitable candidates elected ringmasters during hamlet elections. 
 
 

H.  Tribal Leaders Unite the High Country into the Hillman Empire  
 
Gabriel Federation and Project Blue Book ensure an eternal future for ringmasters, kings, 
queens, emperors, empresses and lions, tigers and bears.  The regal, colorful military forces of 
today’s monarchs will serve future elected monarchs as aids-de-camp, animal trainers, 
veterinarians, etc.  Most intriguing is the High Country also called The Hillman Empire. 
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Gabriel Federation Starfleet Command asks that the nations of the High Country – Afghanistan, 
Pakistan, Tibet, Nepal, Kasmir, etc., – become the Hillman Empire.  It will be a vast network of 
tribal hamlets – called the Highlands Hamlets.  Local tribes or hamlets will elect tribal chiefs 
[ringmasters] who will then elect regional chiefs – the Hillman Empire’s  big kings and queens.      
 
They have the option of electing an Emperor; the Great Ringmaster.  Once the planet is settled 
in Light and Life this monarch will be a wildlife biologist.  An equestrian expert, he/she may 
roam freely throughout the Empire on horseback with Alexander’s Companions. These are the 
self-declared Planetary Prince’s aids-de-camp, horse trainers, communications experts, etc. 
 
 The consensus is that republics and monarchies exist forever.  Co-existing and yet at the same 
time in eternal conflict; republics with their people oriented state departments, ambassadors and 
peace corps.  Monarchies will have their wildlife biology departments, commanders and troops. 
 
Then, there will be no more war.  This is thanks to state departments and military forces – and 
everyone else - co-operating via golden light souls.  Souls cannot be seen with physical vision, 
however, the angels see them as glowing humanoids.  The conscience is different.  It is a mental 
circuit that electrifies everyone including serial killers.  As such it cannot be seen even by angels.  
 
 

Crow Feather in First Eggshell Park – Central Garden Command 
   

 
 

Photo by Sarah Tedford 
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GABRIEL FEDERATION STARFLEET COMMAND BY-LAWS 
 

I.  By-Law One - Gabriel Federation Starfleet Command 
 
The name of this planet is Gabriel Federation Starfleet Command.  It is the head of thirty-seven 
planets whose planetary princes followed Lucifer and Satan into cosmic rebellion.  As such, it 
recognizes the concept of criminal insanity: “iniquity” or “vanishing personality control”.  The 
people are asked to confirm that habitual sinners can easily become iniquitous; just the way it is.   
 
II.  By-Law Two - Gabriel Federation is Moral Authority Only 
 
The Gabriel Federation is a moral authority only cosmic government.  It passes no legislation 
and enforces no laws - operating on consensus.  Whatever the majority decides to do – finally 
gets done.  Governments disappear on planets settled in light and life, people being self-
regulating. The key is that the spiritual eyes are ‘annointed’ - golden light souls visible to all. 
 
III.  By-Law Three - Gabriel Federation Nationality Comes First 
 
This bylaw trumps the bylaw that requests everyone belong to a hamlet.  Everyone is a citizen of 
a nation first.  One has to be a citizen of a nation to be a citizen of a hamlet within that nation.  
Every hamlet belongs to one nation or another.  There can be no hamlets with dual citizenship.  
 
IV.  By-Law Four - Every Individual Belongs to a Tribe or Hamlet 
 
Everyone has a nationality – belongs to a nation.  Farley Mowat said: “We are missing the 
tribe”.  No wonder; for millions of years people survived by belonging to tribes.  People are  
asked to join tribes or hamlets – even carrying hamlet identification cards.  This is not required 
in law but rather is a historical custom.  Hamlets are where public health care is administered.   
 
V.  By-Law Five - Organic Homesites Get Property Tax Credits 
 
Homes are on residential lots.  Homesites are homes with garden lots [one hundred homesites 
make a hamlet].  Thus, a homesite is a hamlet property that produces food .  There are automatic 
tax dividends for homesite property owners producing organically grown fruits and vegetables.  
 
VI.  By-Law Six - Monarchists Celebrate Hamlet Chiefs’ Right of Trespass 
 
Project Blue Book calls this planet a ‘life modification sphere’.  Thus, hamlet ‘ringmasters’ 
have the right of trespass to monitor - and even save wildlife.  Ringmasters may elect ‘great-
ringmasters’ also called kings.  Kings may elect the emperors – ie., the Hillman Empire.  
  
VII.  By-Law Seven - States Rights to Count Heads 
 
States must help the poor.  Thus, they have the right to count heads to ensure adequate food for 
all within their borders.  A state should know – even second by second – its own population.  
This means people crossing state lines are asked to punch in/out via hamlet identification cards. 
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VIII.  By-Law Eight - Five Years Public Service for Everyone 
 
Every adult is asked to serve five years in either the military and/or peace corps.    The former 
takes care of wild flora and fauna and the latter tends to people.  Thus, the eternal conflict 
between the military and peace corps.  This is even after the planet is settled in light and life. 
 
IX.  By-Law Nine - No Institutionalized Lending 
 
Personal loans are fine; loans from any and all organization are not.  Whatever the outcome 
there should be no interest paid on any loans from either institutions or individuals.  Mortgages 
are no more.  Families own their homes and can never be evicted because of outstanding loans. 
  
X.  By-Law Ten - Maximum Allowable Human Populations or MAHPs 
 
MAHPs designate the ideal number of people for a state, country, nation, continent and even the 
planet.  They are determined by a two thirds majority of voters.  Some day, two thirds of the 
electorate on the planet may arbitrarily suggest a planetary population of 1.5 billion.  The 
people of the continental United States could arbitrarily vote for a population of sixty million. 
 
 

The First Eggshell Park – Central Garden Command 
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